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Our data show that iPS-Hep and iPS-Stm cells
are different from iPS-fibroblasts in three properties. First, iPS-Hep and iPS-Stm cells contribute to adult chimeras even with the selection
for Fbx15. Second, no increased tumorigenicity was observed in chimera mice derived from
iPS-Hep and iPS-Stm cells evaluated up to 30
weeks. These two properties are similar to iPSfibroblast cells that we recently generated without Myc retroviruses (11). This suggests that
Myc plays a smaller role in the generation of
iPS-Hep and iPS-Stm cells than its role in iPSfibroblast cells. To test this possibility, we individually omitted each of the four factors to
see the effect on the generation of iPS cells from
hepatocytes. When we omitted Oct3/4, Sox2, or
Klf4, no iPS cell colonies emerged (fig. S12A).
By contrast, the omission of Myc decreased
the colony numbers only 20 to 40% from
those obtained by the four factors (fig. S12, A
and B). This is in contrast to the generation of
iPS-fibroblasts, in which the colony numbers
decreased more than 90% upon the Myc omission (11), supporting the minor role of Myc in
the generation of iPS cells from hepatocytes.
The third difference between iPS-Hep and
iPS-Stm cells and iPS-fibroblasts is that the two
former iPS have fewer RIS than did the latter.
Retroviral expression levels of the four factors
were higher in hepatocytes than in fibroblasts
(fig. S13). This may explain, at least in part, the
fewer RIS in iPS-Hep cells. In addition, it has
been shown that ES cells have characteristics of
the epithelium, such as tight intercellular contact
and surface expression of E-cadherin (13). We
confirmed that the expressions of E-cadherin
and b-catenin in hepatocytes were higher than
those in fibroblasts and equivalent to those in
ES cells (fig. S13). This similarity may also contribute to the fewer RIS in iPS-Hep and iPS-Stm
cells. Further studies are required to determine
the precise molecular mechanisms underlying
the substantial differences between iPS-Hep and
iPS-Stm cells versus iPS-fibroblasts.
To examine the origin of iPS-Hep cells, we
conducted a genetic lineage tracing experiment
(Fig. 4A). The Nanog-reporter mice, in which
GFP and the puromycin resistance gene was
knocked into Nanog for selection of iPS cells,
were first crossed with mice expressing a loxPCAT-loxP-b-gal (where CAT is chloremphenicol
acetyltransferase) cassette from the constitutively active promoter (14) and then crossed with
mice expressing the Cre recombinase driven by
the albumin promoter (15). In the triple transgenic mice, b-gal activity is turned on upon the
activation of the albumin gene and continues
even when albumin is turned off. Primary hepatocytes were isolated, and iPS cells were generated by the four factors. Fourteen days after the
transfection, puromycin selection was initiated.
By 30 days after the transfection, >100 GFPpositive colonies were obtained (Fig. 4B, left
and center). Most of them were also positive for
b-gal (Fig. 4B, right), indicating that iPS-Hep
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cells were derived from hepatocytes or other
albumin-expressing cells but not from undifferentiated cells that do not express albumin. A
few GFP-positive and b-gal–negative colonies
were observed, which may have arisen from
albumin-negative cells that coexist in primary
hepatocyte cultures, or they may simply reflect
incomplete excision by Cre.
This study demonstrates that the four transcription factors successfully reprogrammed
somatic cells that had differentiated into a stage
in which the albumin promoter is turned on. In
addition, we showed that generation of iPS-Hep
and iPS-Stm cells do not require retroviral integration into specific sites. This finding suggests that it might be possible to generate iPS
cells with gene transfer methods free from an
integration mechanism that may result in tumorigenicity after transplantation to patients (16).
Note added in proof : After publication of this
manuscript online in Science Express, we became
aware of the need for corrections, which are now
published in the Letters section of this issue (see
Corrections and Clarifications on page 641 and the
revised SOM at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/
full/1154884/DC2). In addition, after publication
of the manuscript in Science Express, one chimera
mouse derived from iPS-Hep cells developed an
obvious tumor, and two other chimeras and one
F1 mouse derived from iPS Hep/Stm cells showed
areas of abnormal tissues that may represent tumors or be due to an inflammation response.
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Peripheral pain pathways are activated by a range of stimuli. We used diphtheria toxin to
kill all mouse postmitotic sensory neurons expressing the sodium channel Nav1.8. Mice showed
normal motor activity and low-threshold mechanical and acute noxious heat responses but did not
respond to noxious mechanical pressure or cold. They also showed a loss of enhanced pain
responses and spontaneous pain behavior upon treatment with inflammatory insults. In contrast,
nerve injury led to heightened pain sensitivity to thermal and mechanical stimuli indistinguishable
from that seen with normal littermates. Pain behavior correlates well with central input from
sensory neurons measured electrophysiologically in vivo. These data demonstrate that
Nav1.8-expressing neurons are essential for mechanical, cold, and inflammatory pain but
not for neuropathic pain or heat sensing.
ain requires input from specialized peripheral sensory neurons, as the loss of
these cells results in a pain-free phenotype
(1–3). There is evidence that there are modality-
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specific sets of nociceptors hard-wired into the
central nervous system. Heat and mechanical
damage–evoked behavior show no genetic linkage, and these stimuli lead to different patterns
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ecules. A good example is the capsaicin receptor
TRPV1, which is activated by high temperatures but does not seem to be essential for acute
heat sensing in vivo (7, 8).
We used a genetic approach to identify neurons that convey essential information sufficient to activate central pathways and elicit a
sensation of pain and a behavioral response in
vivo (9). A thoroughly characterized Nav1.8
knock-in Cre-expressing mouse that shows normal pain behavior was used to excise a floxed
stop upstream of a globally expressed diphtheria toxin A (DTA)–subunit gene (10, 11). By
crossing heterozygous Cre mice with homozygous toxin-expressing floxed mice, equal numbers of control and experimental toxin-expressing
(DTA) mice were generated (fig. S1). The DTA
chain kills the Nav1.8Cre-expressing neurons (11)
and has no toxic effects when released into the
extracellular space. The numbers of cells staining
with antibodies to neurofilament N200 protein
(a marker of A fiber associated sensory neurons)
was slightly reduced in DTA mice (13%). Most
nociceptive sensory neurons express periph-

erin (12), and the majority (>85%) of peripherinpositive neurons were killed (Fig. 1 and fig. S2).
Counterstaining with isolectin-B4 and antibodies to calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)
(Fig. 1), showed that almost no detectable isolectin
B4 (IB4)–positive neurons were retained, whereas
~12% of CGRP-positive neurons were spared.
The remaining CGRP-positive neurons were heterogeneous, expressing substance P (36%) and
TRPV1 (66%) (fig. S2). In the spinal cord, a lamina
I–associated subset of CGRP-expressing terminals
was present in the DTA mouse, but all the detectable IB4-positive neurons were absent (Fig. 1
and fig. S2).
We examined the behavior of the mice (10, 13).
Having shown that motor coordination was normal we examined acute pain thresholds for thermal and mechanical stimuli. Thermal threshold
responses measured with a Hargreaves apparatus
showed small altered threshold levels similar to
those found in Nav1.7 and Nav1.8 knockouts (fig.
S3), whereas behavior on a hot plate at a number
of noxious temperatures (Fig. 2) showed no significant deficits between the DTA and control mice.
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of c-fos expression in the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord. Recordings from the thalamus show
that neurons activated by peripheral application
of heat are different from those that are activated
by noxious pressure (4). However, electrophysiological analysis of skin-nerve preparations have
revealed damage-sensing neurons that respond
to heat and mechanical insults (5). In culture,
many small-diameter sensory neurons respond to
both mechanical stimuli and activation by capsaicin or thermal stimuli (6). On the basis of
these in vitro studies, it has been assumed that
most nociceptive neurons are polymodal.
Attempts to ascribe pain modalities and behavior to individual sensory neuron receptors
have been problematic, probably because of
the existence of multiple damage-sensing mol-

Fig. 1. Deletion of nociceptors
using diphtheria toxin. (A and B)
Cross section of L4 DRGs stained
with anti-peripherin (green) and
anti-neurofilament heavy chain
antibodies (red). Peripherin-labeled
neurons are reduced by >85% in
the DTA mouse (B) compared with
the littermate controls (A). (C and
D) Central termination of sensory
neurons. Cross section of the
lumbar spinal cord stained with
CGRP (red) and IB4 (green). In lamina I/II, some CGRP-positive terminals were identified in the DTA
mouse (D), whereas all detectable
IB4-positive terminals were deleted compared with the littermate controls (C). (E and F)
Expression of CGRP, IB4, and substance P binding by subsets of sensory neurons. Effectively
complete ablation of IB4 binding is seen in the DTA mouse (E). Also in the DTA mouse, 12% of
control neurons express CGRP (F), a peptide found in TrkA-positive nociceptors.
Fig. 2. Acute pain behavior in littermate controls (white bars) and DTA
mice (black bars). (A) Motor function; time spent on the rotarod (littermate controls: n = 9 mice, 158 ± 4.55 s; DTA: n = 14, 171 ± 7.18 s).
No difference was observed (P > 0.01). (B) Von Frey; mechanical thresholds were measured using von Frey filaments (littermate controls: n = 13;
DTA: n = 14). No difference was observed (P > 0.01). (C) Cold behavior
(littermate controls: n = 7, 44.43 ± 8.71 behaviors; DTA: n = 7, 3.57 ±
2.82 behaviors). An almost complete resistance to cold was observed
(***P < 0.005). (D) Randall-Selitto apparatus (littermate controls: n = 8,
69.48 ± 5.00 g; DTA: n = 13, 381.67 ± 48.65 g). A strong resistance to
noxious mechanical stimulation was observed in DTA mice (***P <
0.0005). (E) Hargreaves; noxious thermal stimulation (littermate controls:
n = 7, 6.55 ± 1.21 s; DTA: n = 6, 8.48 ± 0.71 s). No difference was
observed at the P > 0.01 level. (F) Hot plate; no differences were
observed at either 50°C (P > 0.01) (littermate controls: n = 7, 31.93 ±
5.06 s; DTA: n = 13, 36.35 ± 3.66 s) or 55°C (P > 0.01) (littermate
controls: n = 15, 14.26 ± 1.75 s; DTA: n = 10, 14.42 ± 1.43 s). In all
panels, error bars indicate SE.
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Thus, noxious heat perception is hardly affected
by the loss of Nav1.8-expressing neurons. Given
the importance of CGRP in setting heat thresholds
(14), the CGRP-expressing sensory neurons that
remain in the DTA mice may be involved in heat
sensing. In contrast to the normal levels of heat
perception, there was no response to cold in the

DTA mouse. Nav1.8 has recently been shown to
be the only voltage-gated sodium channel that
remains functional in cold temperatures (15).
Cooling behavior mediated mainly through activation of TRPM8 was normal, however (fig. S4).
Responses to low-threshold mechanical stimuli applied with von Frey hairs were also normal in the

Fig. 3. In vivo electrophysiology of WDR neurons in DTA mice. (A)
Increased C fiber firing
thresholds of WDR neurons in DTA mice (black)
(n = 9) and their littermate controls (white) (n =
8). (B) Evoked responses
to von Frey filaments
showed a mechanical
deficit in DTA mice. (C)
Evoked responses to thermal stimuli remained unchanged in DTA mice. (D)
Responses to transcutaneous electrical stimulation of the receptive
field. C fiber (but not A
fiber) thresholds of activation, wind up, and
post discharge were all
significantly decreased
in DTA mice (16). Evoked responses from noxious pinch were significantly decreased in DTA mice
(P > 0.05); responses from non-noxious brush remained unchanged. Asterisks denote significant
differences when compared with littermate controls (P < 0.05, Student’s t test, unpaired). Error bars
indicate SE.

Fig. 4. Inflammatory pain behavior in littermate controls (white boxes/bars)
and DTA mice (black boxes/bars). (A) FCA; thermal hyperalgesia was measured
using the Hargreaves apparatus (littermate controls: n = 10; DTA: n = 6). A
strong difference was observed [P < 0.0001, two-way repeated measured
analysis of variance (ANOVA), *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001 for individual points
using Student’s t test]. (B) FCA; mechanical sensitivity was measured using von
Frey filaments. (littermate controls: n = 10; DTA: n = 6). A strong difference
was observed. (P < 0.0001, two-way repeated measured ANOVA, **P < 0.001,
***P < 0.0005 for individual points using Student’s t test). (C) Formalin test
(littermate controls: n = 6; DTA: n = 8). 5% formalin was injected into the
right hind paw and licking and biting of the injected paw was observed in
5-min intervals for 1 hour. No difference was observed for the first phase
(0 to 10 min), whereas a strong resistance to inflammatory nociception
was observed for the second phase (10 to 60 min) (P < 0.0001, two-way
repeated measured ANOVA, ***P < 0.001 for individual points using
Student’s t test). (D) Spontaneous pain after injections of FCA (littermate
controls: n = 5; DTA: n = 8). The mice were observed for 5 min on each of
the days (***P < 0.0005 for individual points using Student’s t test).
Neuropathic pain in littermate controls (white boxes) and DTA mice (black
boxes). (E) Mechanical allodynia measured using von Frey filaments. No
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DTA mice. In contrast, behavioral responses to
noxious mechanosensation were absent in the
DTA mouse (Fig. 2). Extracellular recording from
wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons in the spinal
cord deep laminae in response to short duration
thermal and mechanical input showed deficits in
punctuate noxious mechanical (P > 0.05) but not
thermal coding consistent with the acute pain
behavioral data (16) (Fig. 3).
We next examined inflammatory and neuropathic pain behavior in the DTA and littermate
control mice (Fig. 4). There was an almost complete suppression of the second phase of the
formalin response, which has been ascribed to
activation of TRPA1 (17). The thermal hyperalgesia associated with Freund’s complete adjuvant (FCA) injections was also lost. Foot-lifting
after FCA injection [a measure of spontaneous
pain (18)] was absent in the DTA mice. Nav1.8expressing neurons thus play an essential role in
thermal and mechanical hyperalgesia and spontaneous pain after an inflammatory insult such
as FCA. Carageenan- and nerve growth factor–
evoked hyperalgesia were also absent in the
DTA mice (fig. S5).
The cells responsible for inflammatory thermal hyperalgesia are thus different from those
that detect acute noxious heat. Nociceptors that
are part of the Nav1.8-expressing population
may play a role in thermosensation only after
becoming activated in inflammatory conditions
and thus lowering pain thresholds. Inflammatory mediators are able to sensitize the Nav1.8expressing neurons lost in the DTA mice (19).

difference was observed (littermate controls: n = 13; DTA: n = 8) (P > 0.05,
two-way repeated measured ANOVA). No difference was observed over
the time course (P > 0.05, two-way repeated measured ANOVA). (F)
Thermal hyperalgesia using the Hargreaves apparatus (littermate controls: n = 13; DTA: n = 8). No difference was observed over the time
course (P > 0.05, two-way repeated measured ANOVA). Error bars indicate SE.
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neurons are normal in Nav1.7 and Nav1.8 knockout mice (10).
Neuropathic pain is normal in the absence
of Nav1.8-expressing neurons. Although antisense oligonucleotides directed against Nav1.8
have been claimed to reverse neuropathic pain,
effects on other sodium channels cannot be
ruled out (23). Neuromas show subtle alterations
in excitability in the absence of Nav1.8, and
compounds with relative selectivity for Nav1.8
have been shown to have some efficacy in neuropathic pain models (24), but it is clear that the
principal conduit for many neuropathic pain
conditions involves Nav1.8-negative neurons.
We used microarrays to examine the altered
repertoire of genes expressed in dorsal root ganglia (DRGs) from animals depleted of Nav1.8expressing neurons. These data are represented
in fig. S9 and have been deposited in ArrayExpress. The loss of >96% of Nav1.8 transcripts in
DTA-mouse DRGs shows that the technique
was effective. Both known nociceptor-specific
transcripts (e.g., MrgA3, TRPA1, Nav1.9, and
P2X3) as well as many previously undescribed
selectively expressed transcripts have been identified (fig. S9 and table S1).
In summary, acute heat and neuropathic pain
do not require Nav1.8-expressing neurons, but inflammatory, cold, and mechanical pain are absolutely dependent on these cells. The present study
provides a repertoire of candidate molecules potentially involved in different aspects of somatosensation that can be examined experimentally
through further tissue-specific ablation studies.
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Input from Nav1.8-expressing neurons may also
sensitize second-order dorsal horn neurons. The
release of brain-derived neurotrophic factor from
Nav1.8-expressing sensory neurons has been
shown to play an important role in inflammatory
hyperalgesia through effects on N-methyl-Daspartate receptors (20). Both mechanisms
may contribute to thermal hyperalgesia.
We used calcium imaging to examine whether TRPV1-positive neurons were present in the
DTA knockout mouse. Heat sensing is known
to still occur in TRPV1 null mice (7). Only a
small number (4.5% of control) of capsaicinsensitive neurons were still present in the DTA
mouse (fig. S6), and capsaicin-evoked pain behavior (21) was suppressed (fig. S4). Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction also demonstrated a substantial loss
of TrpV1 transcript (figs. S7 and S8). TRPV1 is
known to be important for inflammatory responses to heat, however, and the substantial
loss of TRPV1-expressing cells correlates well
with the loss of heat hyperalgesia (8). Responses
to cooling are mediated mainly through activation of TRPM8 (22). We found that the levels of
TRPM8 mRNA as well as the responses to menthol were barely altered in the DTA mouse (figs.
S4, S7, and S8). The loss of noxious mechanosensation in the absence of Nav1.8-expressing
neurons is consistent with earlier data. There is
a division between responses to noxious or nonnoxious mechanical stimuli that correlates with
the presence of Nav1.8-expressing neurons.
Nav1.8 knockout mice are completely insensitive to mechanically evoked pain (13), as are
Nav1.7 knockout mice (10). However, neither
channel is a primary mechano-transducer because mechanically gated currents in sensory
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